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1 - Introduction 

  
 
The CVM Color Monitor System was designed specifically for the fast-food industry.   
 
A common trouble spot in a typical operation is the failure to relay the counter and 
drive-thru orders to kitchen staff in a timely and accurate manner.  Micro- phone 
systems and remote kitchen printers have been employed to help minimize the 
problems associated with order entry. 
 
Microphone systems rely heavily on the ability of the kitchen staff to remember both the 
quantities and details of all pending orders, a formidable task. 
 
Kitchen printing devices do deliver an increased level of accuracy, but inevitably 
require one worker to read the order to the others, a time consuming method. 
 
In recent years many of the larger chains have chosen kitchen display monitor 
systems, as opposed to hardcopy printing devices.  These operators have become 
aware of the increased throughput that the video network makes possible. 
 
We at Posera have designed what we believe to be the most comprehensive, cost 
effective and efficient monitor system available from any vendor...  The CVM is 
designed with the need for simplicity and ease of operation in mind. 
 
The CVM implements a unique system utilizing COLOR in the displayed orders.  This 
simplifies the preparation task and decreases average prep time.  Normal menu items 
display in WHITE, additions to the items in GREEN, and deletions from the items in 
RED.  Additionally, special menu items may be programmed to display in YELLOW 
and message items can be displayed in BLUE, CYAN, or VIOLET, allowing accurate 
visual portrayal of any order. 
 
This leads us to another CVM advantage... LEGIBILITY.  All CVM monitors can be 
operated with a choice of font sizes from 8 to 20 points.  This greatly increases the 
distance that the orders can be easily viewed.  Another benefit is that the restaurant 
operator will usually need fewer monitors, compared with existing systems. 
 
Please review the following information. 
 
 
 
 



2 - CVM Hardware Information 
 

 
 
 
1. CVM Video Controller – One for each monitor in the system.  The CVM power supply 

should be connected to a dedicated power outlet with a power filter, surge suppressor, 
or UPS.  The CVM is a computer and requires stable power to operate properly.  Each 
CVM in the system must be connected to the Maitre’D network switch, hub, or router.  
Each CVM is connected to and controls its own video monitor and Bump Box.   
 

2.  Bump Boxes – 1 per CVM, these units control the orders on the video screens.  
Plug the USB to PS2 adapter into any USB port on the back of the CVM.  Plug the 
Bump Box cable into the PS2 keyboard port (purple) of the adapter cable.  The USB 
or PS2 cables and be extended up to 15 feet.  If you need to go longer, use a powered 
USB hub or powered PS2 keyboard extender.  
 

3.  Video Monitors – Video monitors are not supplied with the CVM system.  Any VGA 
CRT or LCD monitor will work.  Simply plug the monitor cable into the mini DB15 port 
on the back of the CVM unit.  If a longer cable is required, any good quality pre-made 
VGA extension cable will work.  The longer the cable, the greater the loss of signal.  If 
your cable exceeds 20 feet consider using a powered video extender device.  
Powered extenders will greatly increase the range of the video signal.  You may also 
choose to split the video signal and show the image on multiple monitors.  Again cable 
length is critical when splitting the video signal.  If your monitor images are fuzzy, 
consider using a powered video splitter. 

 
Touch Screen Monitors - Any USB Elographics compatible touch screen will work with 
the CVM.  Serial connections are not supported.   
 

4. Network Printers – CVM Reports and Order Bump Receipts can be printed at any 
network printer in the system.   



3 - CVM Setup 
 
 

Each CVM device must have some basic network programming in order to attach it to 
the Maitre’D network.  The IP Address, Subnet Mask, Device Name, and Device ID are 
preset based upon the information you provide when you place the order for your 
CVM’s.  If you ordered 4 CVM’s, they will be setup for Monitors 1, 2, 3, and 4.  Below 
are listed the factory settings and instructions on how to change them if necessary.  
The CVM will support any IP and subnet as long as the IP address is static. 

 
 

DEFAULT FACTORY SETTINGS: 
 

IP Address:  
IP Addresses must be unique to each CVM device.  The first 3 digits must 
match the Maitre’D network address range. 

 Monitor 1 = 192.168.0.241 
 Monitor 2 = 192.168.0.242 

And so on, up to… 
Monitor 10 = 192.168.0.250 

 
Subnet Mask: 

255.255.255.0 in all CVM devices and must match the Maitre’D Subnet mask 
exactly. 

 
Device Name: 

Each CVM in the system must have a different name.  The name can be 
anything you want (like Drive or Kitchen).  The default names are: 
For Monitor 1 the Device Name = CVM01 

 For Monitor 2 the Device Name = CVM02 
 And so on, up to: Monitor 10 = CVM10 
 
Device ID: 

Each CVM must be identified with a unique number between 01 and 10.  We 
normally set this to be the same as the monitor number. 
For Monitor 1 the device name is CVM01 and the Device ID = 01 
For Monitor 2 the device name is CVM02 and the Device ID = 02 

 And so on, up to: Monitor 10 device name CVM10 and the Device ID = 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3 - CVM Setup 
 
 

To Change The Factory CVM Network Settings: 
 
The basic network settings MUST be set at each CVM device.  A VGA monitor, 
keyboard and mouse MUST be attached to the CVM.   Boot the unit.  When you have 
the CVM order grid on the screen, press the Space Bar to close the order display.   
  
To set the IP Address and/or Subnet Mask: 
-Click Start, Settings, Network and Dial Up Connections 
-Right Click on PCI-RTL81391, Click Properties 
-Set the IP and Subnet Mask to the required values and Click OK 
-Close the network settings form by clicking X in the upper right corner. 
 
To set the Device Name: 
-On the desktop, right Click on MyDevice, Click on properties 
-Click on Device Name 
-Change the Device Name 
(Remember: Device names MUST be different for each CVM) 
-Device description can be anything you want 
-Click OK to close the Device Name box 
 

YOU MUST SAVE YOUR CHANGES: 
On the Desktop, double click on the SaveRegistry icon. 
Check the SaveCurrentSettings box, and then click OK on the message box. 
Click OK on saved complete message box. 
Click X to close the Save Settings dialog box. 
 
To set the Device ID: 
-On the desktop, double click CeVMBoot, wait for the order grid to display. 
-On the Keyboard, Press the P button two times 
-You must use the mouse and Click on the 7-Advanced Options button 
- Click on the General Tab 
-Use the Device ID dropdown list to change the ID number 
-If you want you can set the Functions As and Screen Name at this time. Or you can do 
this later using CVMUtility.  
-Click RestoreToClose to save your changes and close advanced programming 
-Disconnect the keyboard and mouse and reboot the unit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4 - CVMUtility Setup and Installation 
 
 

 
CVMUtility is a program located on the CD included with your order.  It can be installed 
on the back office file server and allows you to connect with, program and manage the 
CVM’s in your system.  It is the link between the CVM’s and MaitreD, allowing bump 
service times to be imported into MaitreD.  It provides manager functions that enhance 
the functionality of all CVM’s in the system, such as the display of recipe files, 
messages and real time reporting of CVM service times.  
 
CVMUtility requires DotNet3.5 and WindowsInstaller3.1.  During the CVMUtility setup, 
if either are not present, you will be prompted to install them.  For your convenience, 
both the DotNet3.5 installer and WindowsInstaller3.1 are included on the CD.  The 
setups for each are located in the DotNet35 and WindowsInstaller31 folders.  
 
1) Installing the CVMUtility Software 
 
   Insert the CVMUtility CD into your CD/DVD drive. 
   Click Start, Run, then browse to the CD/DVD drive, select and run setup.exe 
   Follow the on screen instructions. 
 
2) Un-Installing the CVMUtility Software 
 
   Open Control Panel 
   Open Add or Remove Programs 
   Choose CVMUtility, Remove 
   Note that User information will be retained - see below 
   Close the Add/Remove and Control Panel Windows. 
 
NOTE: After removing the CVMUtility program your PC will still contain Customer Info 
Files.  These files contain the CVM option programming.  These files can be removed   
manually.  To remove these files, start the Windows Explorer and delete the entire 
C:\Users\Public\CVMUtility folder. 
 
3) Also included on the CD are manuals, PowerPoint’s, brochures, and flash demos. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4 - CVMUtility Setup and Installation 
 
 

 
Upon completion of the installation, you will see that shortcuts have been placed on 
your desktop and start menu for CVMUtility.  A bump box quick launch icon will also be 
placed in your task bar the first time you start CVMUtility. There are a couple of things 
that must be setup in CVMUtility so it can communicate to your CVM’s. 
 
Double click on the CVMUtility desktop shortcut. 
 
Set the Network Adapter to use.  CVMUtility defaults to the first network adapter in 
your PC, which may not be the one you want to use.  To change it, Click Options, 
Network, Network Adapter, and choose the adapter address you want to use from the 
drop down list.  Windows7 will assign both IPV4 and IPV6 addresses for each network 
card.  Make sure you choose the IPV4 address, as MaitreD and the CVMUtility both 
use IPV4 addresses not IPV6. 
 
Create a named File to store your CVM settings.   CVMUtility will first load with 
default values for each of the CVM‘s.  You need to create a named file to save any 
changes you might make to the CVM’s.  Click on File, New,  and type in some kind of 
name for your file (perhaps the customers name) and click Open. 
 
Testing the CVM connections.  At this point you should see any CVM’s that are 
connected to the network in the left side panel of the CVMUtility.  Each of them should 
say Connected.  The CVM device displayed in Green is the currently selected CVM.  
To test it, click on Test, Send Test Order, End of Sale.  A test order should appear at 
the CVM.  You can test each CVM device by first selecting it (click on it) and then doing 
the test.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 
1. System Configuration - Activate the kitchen video protocol for the CVM.  

Go to System Configuration/View/Options/Devices.  In the Kitchen Monitor 
field, be sure that “Posera  CVM - TCP/IP CE” is displayed.  

 
If you are using SP5HF50 or newer: 
Go to SystemConfig/View/Options/Devices/Options and check the box 
Extended Sequence 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

2. Printer Type - Create a CVM Printer Type.  Please verify that your settings 
match.  Go to POS Control/ Workstation/Printer Type/Add/Predefined Types.  
You should use the predefined type of CVM IP -Maitre’D.  

 
 

CVM Printer Type – CVM IP - MaitreD 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

3. Workstation Device - Assign each CVM device to a Workstation as a network 
printer device.  Go to POS Control/ Workstation/Options/ Pick the Workstation 
that this CVM will be connected to /Devices/Add.  Choose “Network Printer” from 
the list.   

 
Set the IP address of the CVM device. 
As a standard we use  192.168.0.241 for monitor 1 
    192.168.0.242 for monitor 2  
    and so on, up to…  

192.168.0.250 for monitor 10 
         
Set the Port to 9100 
Set the Driver to CVM IP –MaitreD 
 
NOTE: To provide maximum reliability and eliminate the “single point of failure” 
issue, we suggest running each CVM device on a separate terminal.  You can, 
however, run all CVM’s from 1 terminal simply by setting up only one CVM 
device in a single terminal as we have done below. 

 

 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 
 
 

4. Shared Printers - Create the Shared Printer List.  Create a shared printer for 
each CVM monitor in your system.  POS Control/ Workstation/Shared Printer. 
Click Add.  Give each a description (such as CVM1, CVM2 or Kitchen, Drive), 
Click Modify, pick the Workstation that you are connecting this CVM to, Click 
OK.  Set the Printout to the CVM you want and Replacement to Null, 
Replacement is functional for Batch mode CVM transmissions.  It does not work 
with On The Fly.   DO NOT check the Network box, this is for Network Printers 
Only.  If you are running all CVM’s through one CVM device, or have more 
CVM’s than terminals, point all shared CVM printers to the one CVM device.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

5. Logical Printers -  Create logical printer names and assign the monitor number. 
The easiest thing to do is assign the same names as in Shared Printers.  Then 
assign the monitor number for each name.  Any KP’s appearing in this list 
should have the monitor number set to 10 as to not interfere with an existing 
CVM monitor. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

6. Workstation Printers - Assign logical printers to CVM shared printers for each 
workstation.   Go to POS Control/ Workstation/Options/ Pick the Workstation 
/Printers.   If your logical names are the same as your shared names, then you 
just assign CVM1 to CVM1, CVM2 to CVM2, OR KitchenCVM to KitchenCVM, 
DriveMon to DriveMon.   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

7. Employee Configuration - Select the type of video output (batch or on the fly).  
Checking On The Fly will transmit items to the CVM as you ring them in.  
Unchecking this box will send the entire order at the end of the sale (When you 
hit Send or Close). This function is selected by employee configuration.  Go to 
POS Control/Employees/Configuration.../Order/CVM.  Select the options you 
want for this employee configuration. 

 
A) Checking On The Fly Printing causes the items to display as you ring 

them.  If unchecked, items display in “batch mode” (at the end of the 
sale). 
NOTE:  If you choose OnTheFly, the CVM has an additional option to 
display items immediately (Real Time) or with one item delay (One 
Item Bump).  See CVM Programming Options: Display Items Real 
Time, else display One Item Bump. 

 
B)  Remote Display – Not  used by the CVM 
 
C) Checking Display At The Bottom will cause orders from this 

employee to display on the bottom half of the CVM screen when the 
CVM is in the SPLIT screen mode. 

 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 
 

 
8. Item Programming - Program each menu item to go to a CVM Logical Printer 

Name.  Go to POS Control/Revenue Center/Items Setup/Pick the 
item/Configuration/Select the revenue center by mode/Printing   

 
Each revenue center by mode can have a different CVM printing configuration, 
usually all of them will be the same.  
 
Under Printing, select the CVM monitors you want this item to appear on.  Each 
item can be sent to 5 different monitors. 

 
Modifier items should not be programmed to output to the CVM.  Modifier type 
items will “follow” the main item to the appropriate monitors.  If you program a 
modifier to go to a specific monitor it may appear there erroneously. 

 



 

5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

9. Item Programming - To pick a Color for the item to display in.  Go to POS 
Control/Revenue Center/Items Setup/Pick the Item/Function/CVM Color, use the 
drop down list to select the color your item will be displayed in.  Using Default 
shows Menu Items in White and Condiments in Green. 
 
 
 

 
 

10. Modifier Items and the Summary Box – Menu items maintain a running total in 
the Summary Box when the CVM is in the Summary Mode.  Normally, modifier 
items do not appear in the Summary Box.  However, you can force a modifier 
item to appear in the Summary Box by giving it MD Color 10,11, or 12.  You can 
then choose a display color for these items in the CVM Colors programming 
screen.  Any modifier items with these colors will appear as a regular menu item 
in the Summary Box. 
 

 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

11.  Miscellaneous Programming – Revenue Center Configuration 
 
 
-DO NOT CHECK COMPILATION – compilation does not work with the CVM.  If 
this is checked the CVM will not operate properly. 
 

 -SORTED ORDER – sorting of orders is not supported by the CVM at this time. 
You can check Sorted Order to sort items going to printers and other devices. 
CVM items are displayed in the order that they were entered at the terminal. 
 
-All other items are OK to use and do not effect the CVM. 
 
 

 
 
 
 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 

12. POSxx.INI files 
 
In the Posera\MaitreD\Data directory, change each of the POSxx.INI files to 
include the options listed below and then make workstation data.   You should 
include these changes in every workstations ini file. 

 
 
 

EnableCVMClearOrder=TRUE       Added in SP4 HF7 
This option applies to OnTheFly systems only.  Enables the CVM to immediately 
Cancel an order when the LESS function is used to remove all items from an order.  
Otherwise the last item from the order will remain on the CVM screen and will not 
be able to be bumped.   
 
 
EnableCVMReIndexing=TRUE  Added in SP4 HF20 
Allows for manual control of the new Sequence Numbering of items in the CVM. 
Corrects a CVM Batch mode transmit problem.  The sequence # for each item 
must remain the same even if its sent to multiple monitors.   
NOTE: Reported problem by RDS Florida 8/8/2008.  Upgraded from HF21 to 
HF22, the CVM output would not send to all monitors until they put the 
EnableCVMReIndexing line back into the POSxx.INI. 

 
 
  

UseCVMComboItemType=TRUE Added in SP4 HF2 
This allows the combo component items to be sent to their own monitors instead 
of the combo item monitor.  THIS ONLY WORKS FOR ON THE FLY.  If this is 
omitted or set to false or you are using Batch mode, all component items will 
follow the combo item to the combo item screen no matter how the component 
item is programmed. 
 
A NOTE ABOUT USING COMBO ITEMS BATCH IN MAITRED:  It does not 
matter how you set UseCVMComboItemType in batch mode.  All component 
items will go as modifiers to the Combo item screen.  However, if you want the 
component items to go their individual monitors, you can uncheck the 
MainComboItem box for each of your Combo items.  This fools MaitreD into 
sending the component items individually. 
 
 
 
 
 



5 - Maitre’D Setup for the CVM 

 
 
 

13. More Miscellaneous Programming 
 
 
Bump On Complete Payment 
System Configuration/View/Options/Devices/Options 
Orders displayed on the CVM cannot be bumped until the order is paid for. 
This option will only work if your employee function is set to Order, Fast Food, or 
Bar Server.  The Bartender function is currently not supported by this function (as 
of SP4HF4).   
 
Send Alternate Description to CVM: 
POS Control/Revenue Center/<choose>/Options/Kitchen/Alternate Order 
Check this box to send the 20 character alternate descriptor to the Kitchen printers 
and CVM’s.  If unchecked, 20 characters of normal descriptor are sent to the 
Kitchen printers and CVM’s.  In each of the CVM’s, you must set the Advanced 
Programming/Display Tab/ Use Long Desc. to be Checked.  The function is 
available in MaitreD2005 SP4HF5). 
 
MaitreD “Next Customer” Function 
If your are using the Next Customer function in Maitre, you must set the Sever 
Configurations to transmit to the CVM in Batch Mode (uncheck CVM On-The-Fly 
Printing). 
 
Revenue Center – Void Receipt 
For each Revenue Center, under Options/Check, check the box Void Receipt.  
When a check is re-opened using a MGR function, this will send the voided check 
to the CVM. 
 
Included Items 
Please note that Included Items are added to the check at the end of the sale.  
This means that if you are using OnTheFly transmission to the CVM, the included 
items will not appear until the sale is completed.  Included items will appear 
normally if you are using Batch Mode. 
 
Special Menu Printing 
Applies to MD version 7.05.34.  POS Control/View/Options/Printing. 
DO NOT CHECK Special Menu Printing it causes items not to be sent to the CVM, 
especially when using Batch mode transmission. 
 

 
 

 



 

6 – Operating the CVM 

 

 
Operator Control Keyboard 

   “Bump Box” 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6 - Operating the CVM 
 

"Bump Box" Instructions 

 
 
 
1 through 8 keys - These are the "BUMP" keys.  To "BUMP" an order, simply touch 
the numeric key that corresponds with the column you wish to remove.  The very large 
number 1 located to the right is actually a large touch pad.  It provides a large, easy 
target to bump the order in the number 1 position.  If you are using bump by number, 
then index the order box number to bump and press Restore. 
 
4 ORDER MODE –  Toggles through the full length screen modes.  3, 4, 5 or 6 orders 
can be displayed.  This is useful when orders tend to be larger as there is more space 
on the screen.   
 
8 ORDER MODE – Toggles through the half height screen modes.  6, 8, 10 or 12 
orders can be displayed. 
 
SPLIT SCREEN MODE – Toggles through the available Split modes.  These modes 
are used to visually separate drive through orders from the front counter orders.  
Orders from drive through will display on the top half of the screen and all other 
registers will display on the bottom half.  Or vise versa, depending on your 
programming.  The top and bottom halves both have separate PREVIEW and RECALL 
buffers.  Orders may be separated by terminal number, server configuration or by 
mode or revenue center. 
 
SUMMARY SCREEN MODE – Toggles through the available summary modes.  These 
modes display orders and a summary box in the lower right hand corner.  The 
summary box contains a quantity summary of all menu items from all orders on this 
monitor.  The items are displayed in alphabetical order.  Orders "BUMPED" from the 
monitor will reduce the quantities, incoming orders increase the quantities.  The 8 
BUMP button is used to scroll down through the summary box, touch RESTORE to 
return to the top of the summary box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6 - Operating the CVM 
 

"Bump Box" Instructions 

 
 
 
PARK BUTTON –  This button is a multifunction key.  It can be programmed to 
function as a Park key for drive through screens, or a Recipe key for kitchen screens.  
It is also used to accessing the CVM Dashboard function. 
 
Park Function:   Press the PARK key followed by a bump box key 1 to 8 corresponding 
to the order you want to park.  This changes the color of the elapsed time box to show 
that the customer is parked and waiting.  When the food is delivered simply bump the 
parked order with bump keys 1-8. 
 
NOTE: If the UnPark feature is active, you must first UnPark the order before you can 
bump it.  To UnPark, depress PARK, followed by the corresponding bump box key 1-8.  
The Park highlight on the order will be removed, you can then bump the order using 
the bump 1-8 keys. 
 
Recipe Function:  Press the Park key followed by a bump box key 1 to 8 corresponding 
to the order you wish to get a recipe for.  A list of menu items from the order will be 
displayed.  Depress the corresponding bump box key 1 to 8 to obtain the recipe file for 
the selected item.  Press Restore to remove the recipe image. 
 
Dashboard Function:  Depressing Park two times in a row will display the CVM 
Dashboard.  See CVM Dashboard for more information. 
 
 
RECALL KEY – The last 100 orders that have been bumped can be recalled for 
review.   Recall can be set to recall a single order, multiple orders, or pages of orders.  
Orders that are recalled can be “UnBumped” by depressing the corresponding bump 
button.  Press Restore to return the screen to normal. 
 
 
PREVIEW KEY – Once the screen is full, up to 100 orders can be stored in the 
incoming buffer.  The number of orders in the buffer will show in the lower left of the 
monitor.  Preview can be set to show a single order, multiple orders, or pages of 
orders.  While previewing orders you are allowed to bump them by depressing the 
corresponding bump button.  Press Restore to return the screen to normal. 
 
 
RESTORE KEY - Touching the Restore key will return the screen to normal mode if in 
the Recall, Preview, Park, or Dashboard modes. 
 



7 - CVM Dashboard 
 

 
In addition to the Maitre’D programming, the CVM itself contains numerous features and 
programming options that you, or your customer, can use.  All of the operator functions 
and many of the program options are accessed directly from the CVM Bump Box.  The 
next section of this manual covers features and options that are accessed directly from 
the CVM Bump Box.  The following section, Advanced options, covers the options which 
require a keyboard and mouse be connected to the CVM.    
 
 
To Access the CVM Dashboard from the Bump Box:  
Depress the Park button until the CVM Dashboard is displayed. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



7- CVM Dashboard 

 
 
 
 
1 – Reports:  Used to display CVM service times.  If you have a network printer you 
will be able to print these reports.   There are eight built in reports available.  The 
typical report includes the number of orders, average time per order, the number of 
orders under the programmed time, and how many orders were over this time.  If you 
do not want the operator to be able to view or print statistics, disable Reports in 
Advanced Options. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 

7- CVM Dashboard 
 
 
 
 
2 - ReDirection:  Use this function to Redirect any of the CVM monitors to a different 
monitor.  This is useful when you run multiple cooking stations during peak times and 
switch to 1 station during slow times.  If you do not want the operator to be able to 
redirect monitors, disable ReDirection in Advanced Options. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



7 - CVM Dashboard 
 
 
 
 
3 – Screen Mode:  Use this function to change the screen mode of the CVM.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



7 - CVM Dashboard 
 
 
 
 
4 - Font:  To make the CVM screen more readable, use this function to change the 
font, size and style of text that the CVM displays.  Generally, the larger the text, the 
fewer characters that can be displayed in the order boxes.  Choices range from 6 to 20 
points.  If you do not want the operator to be able to change the font size, disable Font 
Selection in  Advanced Options.  
 
 
  
 
 

 

 
 
 



 
7 - CVM Dashboard 

 
 
 
 
5 – Order Display:  This option makes changes to the information that the CVM will 
display with each new order.   Display of Monitor Name, Average Order Time, Server 
Name, Menu Name, Mode Name and Dollar Amount are contained here.  If you do not 
want the operator to be able to change these settings, disable Display Options in 
Advanced Options. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
7 - CVM Dashboard 

 
 
 
 
6 – Bump Box:  Enables or  Disables functional aspects of the CVM. You can program 
these options to allow the operator access to the 4 Order Mode, 8 Order Mode, Split 
Order Mode, Summary Mode, Park Function and whether or not to sound a beep when 
an order is received.  If you do not want the operator to be able to change the Bump 
Box settings, disable Bump Box Options in Advanced Options. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



7 - CVM Dashboard 
 
 
 
 
7 – Advanced Options:  This option allows access to all CVM Option Programming.   
You would normally use the CVMUtility program to access Advanced Options.  
However, if you wish to change these options directly at the CVM, you MUST first 
connect a keyboard and mouse.  This selection will not function from the Bump Box.   
Advanced programming contains seven tabs. General, Order Display, Bump Box, 
Colors, Printer, Production and Dashboard.  For detailed descriptions of each tab page 
and its options, please refer to the CVMUtility section of this manual. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
7 - CVM Dashboard 

 
 
 
Park to Calibrate Touch: 
This is used to calibrate a touch screen for use with the CVM.  The touch screen MUST 
be Elographics compatible and can be either Serial or USB.   
 
Some notes about operating the CVM with a touch screen. 
 
Bump Box – A CVM fitted with a touch screen does not require a bump box to be 
attached.  However, if you want the buzzer to work you will still need to attach the 
bump box. 
 
Bumping an Order via touch – to bump an order from the CVM screen, touch the order 
twice quickly.  Touch where the items are displayed, not on the status box.  If you 
touch the status box the On Screen Bump Box will be displayed, see below.   
 
Activating the On Screen Bump Box – There are 2 ways to bring up the On Screen 
Bump Box.  Touch any empty order box twice quickly OR touch the status box of an 
existing order (the colored portion of the order).  The On Screen Bump Box offers the 
same functionality of the regular bump box.  To close the on screen Bump Box, touch 
the X in the upper right hand corner. 
 
Both the On Screen Bump Box and the physical Bump Box can be used at the same 
time or interchangeably. 
 
 
 
 
 
Restore To Close:   Closes the CVM Dashboard.  On previous versions of CVM there 
was an Exit option.  This option has been removed from the menu so that an operator 
can no longer accidentally exit the CVM program.  To exit the CVM program, you must 
connect a keyboard and depress the Space Bar.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

8 - CVM Utility - Main Screen 

 
 

CVMUtility is a program located on the CD included with your order.  It can be 
installed on the back office file server and allows you to connect with , program and 
manage the CVM’s in your system.  It is the link between the CVM’s and MaitreD, 
allowing bump service times to be imported into MaitreD.  It provides manager 
functions that enhance the functionality of all CVM’s in the system, such as the 
display of recipe files, messages and real time reporting of CVM service times.  
 
The CVMUtility main screen looks like the picture below. 
 
The box to the left contains a list of all connected CVM devices.  The box on the right 
is your work area.  This area will contain different information depending on the 
function you are performing.  There are four common functions you can perform,  
ReDirection, Reporting, Programming,  and Screen Shots.   Additional functions are 
located on the Tool Bar along the top edge of the main screen. 
 

 

 
 



8 - CVM Utility – ToolBars 
 

 

File Menu:  
This menu gives you the option to create a new, open an existing, or save a CVM 
Option File.  You can manage as many CVM option files as you wish.   Typically, each 
install site would have only one CVM option file containing the programming 
information for all monitors.  If you install CVMUtility on a laptop, you could create a 
backup of all CVM Option File for all installed systems. 
 

 
New 
Creates a new CVM option file with default settings. 
Open 
Opens an existing CVM option file. 
Save 
Saves the working CVM option file using the existing file name. 
SaveAs 
Saves the working CVM option file using a specified file name. 
 
Stop CVMUtility 
Stops the execution of CVMUtility. 
Close CVMUtility 
Minimizes CVMUtility to the task tray. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 - CVM Utility – ToolBars 
 

 

Options Menu: 
Controls various CVMUtility functions, such as choice of Language. These options are 
for the CVMUtility application, not the CVM devices. 
 

 
 
Network Adapter 
If CVMUtility is running on a PC with multiple network cards, you can choose the 
network card that CVMUtility will use. 
Network Group 
Selects the group of CVM's that CVMUtility is currently working with. Normally 
this value is set to 01. This is only used in very large network systems which 
might contain multiple stores, each containing CVM's. Like a mall, ski resort, or 
college campus. Changing the network group will allow CVMUtility to interact 
with the selected group of CVM's only. 
 
Language 
Allows you to choose which Language CVMUtility will use. 
 
Retain ReDirection 
Normally this option is un-checked so that each CVM controls its own redirection 
table. Check this option to have CVMUtility override the settings stored in 
individual CVM's. This option would only be used in very special cases. 
Enable Item Timing 
Enable this option to activate item routing and timing by CVMUtility. This option 
comes with a whole list of programming requirements, please contact Posera 
Support in Seattle for more information. 
 
Enable Bump Logging 
Enables XML logging of bumped orders from the CVM's. This is normally used 
to transfer bump times back to the POS software. 
Bump Folder 
Select the Path and Folder where CVMUtility should store the bumped order 
information. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 - CVM Utility – ToolBars 
 

 
Training Video Menu: 
Training Videos can be sent to and played on CVM kitchen monitors. The video format 
MUST be .wmv (Windows Media Video).  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  
If you wish to use training videos, you MUST upgrade the CVM units to an XP 
embedded platform with greater memory and processor speed.  Please contact 
Posera for more information. 

 

 
 
 
Play 
To play a training video on a CVM, first select the CVM on the Device Panel you 
want to show the movie on. Then, click Training Video, Play, and using the 
browser, select the movie file. The movie will begin to play on the selected CVM 
as soon as the download is complete. 
 
Stop/Close 
To stop a movie or close the Media Player, first select the CVM on the Device 
Panel. Then click Training Video and Stop/Close. 
 



8 - CVM Utility – ToolBars 
 

 

Messages Menu: 
Messages can be sent to and displayed on CVM kitchen monitors. Messages are 
entered as text and can be sent to a single monitor or all monitors. 
 
 

 
 
 
Send Message 
First, select the CVM you want to send the message to from the Device Panel. 
Type in a message, click Send. If you want the message to go to all monitors, 
select the all devices option. Click OK to Send. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 - CVM Utility – ToolBars 
 

 

Recipe Menu: 
Recipes can be sent to and displayed on CVM kitchen monitors. Recipes are created 
using the Recipe Builder and entered as a picture image with two separate text 
description areas. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Recipe Builder 
Use this tool to create Recipes for display at the CVM monitors. Each Recipe 
consists of an image with two separate text areas. The image can be of any type 
(bmp, jpg, png, etc.) and ideally 640x480. There is a size limit of 500K. If an 
image is not 640x480 then it will be stretched to that size when it is displayed. 
The two text areas can be used to display any text message you wish to convey 
about the Recipe. One area could be for an ingredient list, the other might be 
prep instructions. Or you can leave one or both of them blank. 
 
To create a Recipe, click File, then New. Give the Recipe a name. Naming is 
critical, the name MUST match exactly the menu item name in the POS. That is 
how Recipes are matched to their menu item. After naming the Recipe you can 



right click in the image area to insert a picture or edit the two text areas. When 
you are finished click File, then Save. Existing Recipes can be edited using the 
Open command.  
 
Send Recipe 
This option sends a Recipe to a specified CVM. This is useful to test newly built 
Recipes to ensure they appear on the monitors as you intended them to. 
Browse to and select the Recipe you want to send. Then select the CVM to 
send the Recipe to. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
8 - CVM Utility – ToolBars 

 
 

Test Menu: 

The Test option provides multiple options for testing CVM devices. You can send test 
orders, change screen modes, remove orders, reboot units, or cause the units to exit 
the CVM program and return to the Windows desktop. Select the CVM you wish to test 
from the Device Panel. Then click Test and the desired function you wish to perform. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

8 - CVM Utility – ToolBars 
 

 
 

Help Menu: 

The CVMUtility software has context sensitive help.  Click the question mark, then click 
the item you need help with. Or, click on an item, then depress the F1 function button.  
You can also click on Help and manually lookup or search for the information you 
need. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

8 - CVM Utility – Functions 
 
 

 
ReDirection: 
Use this function to redirect any of the CVM monitors to a different monitor.  This is 
useful when you run multiple cooking stations during peak times and switch to 1 
station during slow times.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

8 - CVM Utility – Functions 
 
 

 
Reports: 
View or print real-time reports from  CVM monitors.  Choose from eight different report 
formats, including graphs. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

8 - CVM Utility – Functions 
 
 

 
Request Screen Shot: 
Keep an eye on your service times.  You can tell at a glance if your kitchen is 
backlogged.  This is also very useful for remote support.  A technician can tell at a 
glance if the CVM unit is working correctly. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 - CVM Utility – Functions 
 
 

Programming: 
The programming screen is a tabbed work area.  Each tab contains CVM options 
which you can use to customize the function of your CVM monitors.   The tabs group 
together similar functions.   
 
Start by selecting the CVM you wish to work with from the Device Panel on the left.  
Click Get Options to retrieve the programming from the selected CVM. Make any 
changes. Click the Send Options button to transmit any programming changes back to 
the CVM. 

NOTE: Changes in the programming work area are not automatically sent to the 
CVM, you MUST click Send Options to update the CVM. 

 

 
 
 
Load New CVM Version 
Used to load upgrade files to the currently selected CVM. 
 
Send Options to CVM 
Sends the current program options to the selected CVM. 
 
Get Options from CVM 
Gets the current program options from the selected CVM. 



General Tab - Details 
 

 
IP Address:  
This field shows the IP address of the CVM device.  This item cannot be edited from 
the CVM program.  To change the CVM IP address you must exit to Windows and 
change it under the Windows Network Setup. 
 
CVM Version:  
This field shows the version of CVM software installed.  This item cannot be edited 
from the CVM program.  To change the CVM version you must use CVMUtility and 
send a new version to this CVM. 
 
Device ID:  
There can be up to 10 CVM’s in any given network.  Each CVM must have its own 
unique ID number 01 to 10.  Normally we make the Device ID match the monitor 
number. 
 
Network Group:  
Normally this value should be set to 01.  In a very large system we might actually have 
two or more network groups of CVM’s.   A good example would be a dual concept 
location.  One server but containing both KFC and Subway storefronts.  We could 
define separate groups of CVM’s for each storefront.  Please call for setup help. 
 
Language:  
Select the language to use on this CVM. 
 
Functions As:  
Tells this CVM device which monitor it is.  Any CVM device can act as any monitor.  In 
fact, you can have multiple (duplicate) monitors each showing the same information.   
 
Span Letter:  

This is used when you want to connect two (or more) monitors together to double the 
number of orders you can show. It is used in conjunction with the Functions As field. To 
span 2 CVM's together perform the following settings: 

On the first CVM:  On the second CVM: 
DeviceName = CVM01  DeviceName = CVM02 
IP Address = 192.168.0.241 IP Address = 192.168.0.242 
Network Group = 01  NetworkGroup = 01 
Device ID = 01   Device ID = 02 
FunctionsAs = 01  FunctionsAs = 01 
SpanLetter = A   SpanLetter = B 
 
 



General Tab - Details 
 

 
Default Mode: 
Sets the screen display mode to use when the CVM is first turned on.  
 
Target Time: 
Sets the ideal prep time for an order, entered by number of seconds, an entry of zero 
disables target time tracking.  When the elapsed time on an order reaches the target 
time, the elapsed time turns red and starts to flash. 
 
Show Screen Name 
Check to display the programmed screen name. 
 
Screen Name 
The text to display for the screen name, like Grill, or Fry Station. 
 
Show Average Order Time 
Check to display the average order time. 
 
# of orders 
Enter the number of orders to be used for calculating the average order time. The 
default value is 10. This takes the last ten orders, adds up their elapsed times and 
divides by 10 to get the average order time. 
 
Show Time of Day 
Check to display the Time on the monitor screen. 
 
Show Bump Numbers 
Show the corresponding bump button to use with each order box. 
 
Report Reset Time 
Selects the time for the CVM Reports to reset back to zero. Normally this is done while 
the store is closed or at the customers' End Of Day. 
 
Report Interval 
Select the time interval for the CVM Reports to use. 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 or 60 minute 
increments. 
 
Reboot at Reset Time 
Check to force the CVM to reboot at the programmed Report Reset Time. 
 
Clear Orders at Reset Time 
Check to force the CVM to clear its order buffer at the programmed Report Reset Time. 
This will remove all current orders, including the Recall buffer. 



 

General Tab - Details 
 

 
Retain Orders on reboot 
Check to save orders to permanent storage. The saved orders are restored if the CVM 
device is rebooted or if the power fails. If unchecked, orders are lost on reboot or 
power failure. 
 
Retain ReDirection on reboot 
Check to save the ReDirection table to permanent storage. The ReDirection is restored 
if the CVM device is rebooted or if the power fails. If unchecked, any ReDirection is lost 
on reboot or power failure. 
 
Retain Statistics on reboot 
Check to save average order times to permanent storage. The average order times are 
restored if the CVM device is rebooted or if the power fails. If unchecked, average 
order times are lost on reboot or power failure. 
 
Enable Screen Saver 
Check to enable the CVM screen saver function. If unchecked, the screen saver is 
disabled. Any keypress at the bump box or receipt of an order will turn off the 
screensaver. 
 
Timeout 
The number of seconds of inactivity before the screen saver turns on. 
 
Use Images 
Check to use images for the screen saver. If unchecked, the screen will simply be 
blank. 
 
Custom images can be loaded into the CVM for use on the screensaver. Images must 
be .BMP, .JPG, or .PNG. and 800x600 resolution. The images must be named with a 
number (1 through 10) followed by the file extension. For example: 1.BMP, 2.JPG, 
3.PNG. The number determines the order that the images will be displayed. To load a 
new image file, go to Programming, Load New CVM Version, select the image and 
send it to one or all CVM's. Any existing image with the same name will be overwritten. 
 
Interval 
The amount of time in seconds that each screen saver image will be displayed. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Order Display Tab - Details 
 
 

Show Server Name 
Check to show the Server name with each order. 
 
Show Revenue Name 
Check to show the Revenue Center name with each order. 
 
Show Mode Name 
Check to show the Mode name with each order. 
 
Show Amount 
Check to show the dollar amount with each order. 

Show Paid 
Check to show Paid descriptor with the order if it has been paid for. 
 
Show Alternate Text 
Check to use the Alternate text for item descriptions. 
 
Show StatusBox at top of order 
Check to show the order StatusBox at the top of the order. Normally the StatusBox is 
at the bottom of the order. 
 
StatusBox color by 
Select how you want to choose the color of the order StatusBox. By terminal number or 
by order type. Use the Colors Tab to specify the colors. 
 
This is useful when you want to use colors to distinguish orders at the CVM. For 
example orders from terminal #3 (Drive Up) are always Green, other terminals are 
Blue. Or you could setup colors by order type, Eat In are always Blue and ToGo are 
Green. 
 
Digits of order number 
Select how many digits of the order number you want to show. Normally 5 digits are 
displayed. This might be used in a drive through situation where you only want to use 
the last 2 digits to identify orders. 
 
Font Name 
Select the Font to use for the text on the CVM. 
 
Font Style 
Select the Font style to use for the text on the CVM. 
 



Order Display Tab - Details 
 
Item Size 
Select the Font size to use for menu items on the CVM.. 
 
StatusBox Size 
Select the Font size to use for the StatusBox on the CVM. 
 
Consolidate 
Select the type of item consolidation you wish to perform on the order. This function 
combines like items to conserve screen space. There are 3 methods to choose from. 
 
None - Do not combine items. 
Normal - Combine items, including modifiers. 
Simple - Combine items that are not modified. Any items with modifiers are listed 
separately. 
 
Prioritize 
Select the type of item prioritization you wish to perform on the order. This function 
formats menu items to appear in a specific order. For example you might want Burgers 
to appear first, then Fries, then Soft Drinks. You can also format modifiers to always 
appear in a specific order. There are 3 methods to choose from. 
 
None - Do not prioritize items. 
Normal - Prioritize items. 
For MaitreD: Use the first 2 characters of the Alternate Description to denote its priority 
number. Valid priorities are 01-99. Any item without a programmed priority number will 
be given a priority number of 99. 
Combine Modifier Line - This functions like the Normal prioritization method with the 
following exception. Modifiers are meant to be single digit descriptors and combined to 
form a single modifier line. The color for the combined modifier line is specified under 
the Colors Tab. 
For Example: 
Burger 
M P O (where M denotes Mayo, P denotes Pickle, O denotes Onion) 
 
Append to existing order 
This feature is used mainly for Drive Up orders where additional items may be ordered 
when the car reaches the pickup window. It might also be used for a Table service 
environment when the table is reopened and items are added. Check this box to 
append any add on items to the existing order. These added items are separated from 
the existing items by a line. If this box is unchecked, a new CVM order is created for 
the additional items. 
 



Order Display Tab - Details 

Start time on first item received 
This applies to On-The-Fly transmission only. Check to start the elapsed time counter 
when the first item is received. Otherwise, timing begins when the order is complete. 

Show completed line in order 
Check to show the completed line when all items in an order have been received. This 
gives the cook a nice visual cue to know that the displayed order is complete. Used 
mainly when a system is On-The-Fly. 
 
Use one item delay 
This applies to On-The-Fly transmission only. Check to enable one item delay. Causes 
the CVM to be one item behind in the display of menu items. This is done to prevent an 
item from showing up, then a modifier for that item, then another and another. A menu 
item will not display until the next main menu item is entered (or the sale is completed). 
 
Split Screen by 
Applies only to Split Screen modes. Select the method for separating orders to the top 
or bottom of the Split Screen. There are 3 methods to choose from: 
Terminal Number - separate orders using the terminal number. 
Server Configuration - separate orders using the server configuration. 
Order Type - separate orders using the order type. 
 
Default Position 
Applies only to Split Screen modes. Choose where the selected orders will appear for 
Split Screen. Top or Bottom. 
 
Text 
Applies only to Split Screen modes. Enter the terminal numbers or order types to split. 
 
Example 1) to show terminals 1, 2, and 3 on the bottom half of the split screen: 
Split Screen by = Terminal number 
Default Position = Bottom 
Text = 01,02,03 
All other terminals will show on the top of the split screen. 
 
Example 2) to show DriveUp orders on the top of the split screen: 
Split Screen by = Order Type 
Default Position = Top 
Text = DriveUp 
All orders with the Revenue Center name or Mode name set to DriveUp will show on 
the top of the split screen. All others will show on the bottom. 
 



Order Display Tab - Details 

 
Summary by 
Applies only to Summary Screen modes. Choose the method used to fill the Summary 
Box. There are 5 methods to choose from: 
 
Items - shows the quantities of items in the summary box. All main items appear, 
modifiers can appear but are treated like items. For Example if you had a 
Steak/Rare/Baked Potato and a Steak/Well/Rice you would see 2 Steak and 1 Baked 
Potato in the Summary Box. 
For MaitreD, the Alternate Text for a modifier must read "SUMMARY" for it to be 
included in the Summary Box. A modifier like Baked Potato would be good to show, 
however a modifier like Rare would not. 
 
Items and modifiers - shows quantities of items in the summary box. This method 
takes into account if an item has modifiers. For example if you had a Burger and a 
Burger with NoPickle, you would see 1 Burger and 1Burger/NoPickle in the Summary 
Box. 
 
Selected items only - shows only selected items only in the summary box. These can 
be main items or modifiers. 
For MaitreD, the Alternate Text for the item/modifier must read "SUMMARY". 
 
Ingredients - shows ingredient items (like patty count) calculated using the Alternate 
Text of the item. Each 8 character Alternate Text descriptor houses the ingredient item. 
The first character determines the position of the ingredient item in the Summary Box. 
Characters 2 and 3 represent the quantity to add to the ingredient item for this menu 
item. Characters 4 to 8 are the ingredient item name 
 
Valid first character values are 0 to 9, maximum of 10 ingredients. 
Valid 2nd/3rd character values are 01 to 99, quantity to add to the ingredient item. 
Characters 4 to 8 are the ingredient name, maximum of 5 characters. 
 
Example: An Alternate Text of "001Patty" would display Patty with a count of 1 in the 
first position of the Summary Box. 
Example: An Alternate Text of "902Patty" would display Patty with a count of 2 in the 
last position of the Summary Box. 
 
Speed of service - shows the elapsed time of the last X number of orders. The 
number of order times to show is determined by the "# of orders" setting on the 
General Tab. 

 
 
 



 

Bump Box Tab - Details 

 
 
 
Enable 4Screen button 
Check to enable the 4 Screen button on the bump box. This button toggles between 
modes 3x1, 4x1, 5x1 and 6x1. 
 
Enable 8Screen button 
Check to enable the 8 Screen button on the bump box. This button toggles between 
modes 3x2, 4x2, 5x2 and 6x2. 
 
Enable Split button 
Check to enable the Split Screen button on the bump box. This button toggles between 
modes 3Split, 4Split, 5Split and 6Split. 
 
Enable Summary button 
Check to enable the Summary Screen button on the bump box. This button toggles 
between modes 3Summary, 4Summary, 5Summary and 6Summary. 
 
Enable Preview 
Check to enable the Preview function on the bump box. 
 
Enable Recall 
Check to enable the Recall function on the bump box. 
 
Preview/Recall 
Select how the Preview and Recall functions will move orders onto the screen. There 
are 3 options to choose from: 
1) Single Box - takes one box on the screen. Each depression of Preview or Recall 
will fill that box with the next order. 
2) Multiple Boxes - uses as many boxes as needed. Each depression brings back an 
additional order onto the screen. 
3) By Page - Each depression moves an entire page of Preview/Recall orders onto the 
screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bump Box Tab - Details 

 
Park Function 
Select how the Park button will function. There are 4 options to choose from: 
1) Disable - The Park and Recipe functions are disabled. The Dashboard function is 
still accessible using this button. If the Dashboard function is also disabled, the Park 
button does nothing. 
2) Park - The Park function is enabled. Park is used to designate an order as parked in 
the DriveUp. This can occur when a drive up customer places a very large order and 
you don’t want to hold up the rest of the drive up line. Depress Park followed by the 
number of the order you wish to Park. The color of the order changes to let you know 
that this customer is in the parking lot waiting for their order. The Park color can be 
changed on the Colors Tab. 
3) Park/UnPark - Enables the Park/Un-Park feature. If enabled you must un-park the 
order before you will be allowed to bump it. To un-park depress Park followed by the 
number of the parked order, the color will change. You can then bump as normal. 
4) Recipe - Enables the Recipe function. Recipe is used to display a recipe (bitmap 
and text) for a particular menu item. Depress Park followed by the number of the order 
in question. A list of menu items for that order will be displayed. Choose the number of 
the menu item you need to see the recipe for. The recipe plating picture and text 
description will be displayed. Depress any key to restore the screen to normal viewing. 
 
Beep on new order 
Check to enable a short beep when the first item of an order is received. 
 
Beep on completed order 
Check to enable a long beep when the final item of an order is received. 
 
Beep only when there are no orders 
Check to enable a long beep when the final item of an order is received. However, if 
the screen contains any orders, the beep is not performed. 
 
Send Global Bump 
When an order is bumped, inform other CVM's to automatically bump the same order 
number. 
to: 
Here you can specify which monitors to send the global bump to. An entry of 1,2,3 
would send the global bump to CVM's 1, 2, and 3 only. If you leave this field blank, the 
global bump is sent to all monitors. 
 
Receive Global Bump 
Check to allow this CVM to receive global bump packets. If unchecked, this CVM will 
not process global bump packets. 
 
 



Bump Box Tab - Details 

 
Send Bump to Server 
Check to send order prep time information back to the POS system. In CVMUtility you 
must check the "Options / Enable Bump Logging" and set a folder to store the bumps in 
"Options / BumpFolder". 
 
Send Global Park 
When an order is parked, inform other CVM's to automatically park the same order 
number. 
to: 
Here you can specify which monitors to send the global park to. An entry of 1,2,3 would 
send the global park to CVM's 1, 2, and 3 only. If you leave this field blank, the global 
park is sent to all monitors. 
 
Receive Global Park 
Check to allow this CVM to receive global park packets. If unchecked, this CVM will not 
process global park packets. 
 
Forward on Bump 
When an order is bumped, send the order to another monitor. Choose the destination 
from the dropdown list. 
 
Forward on Fire 
Applies to the Production mode only. When an item is fired, send the item to another 
monitor. Choose the destination from the dropdown list. 
 
Forward with elapsed time 
Check to include the elapsed time with the forwarded order/item. When the order/item 
appears at the next monitor, the elapsed time will continue from where it was on the 
first monitor. If unchecked, the time will start at zero. 
 
Enable Screen Modes 
Check to enable the various screen modes. 
 
Incomplete orders can be bumped 
Normally this option should NOT be checked. If checked, an operator is allowed to 
bump orders that have not been completed. The applies to On-The-Fly systems only. 
 
Allow orders to be Un-Bumped 
Check to enable the order un-bump feature. To un-bump an order, first use the Recall 
button to show the order you want to un-bump, then depress the corresponding 
number key to un-bump it. The order will be placed back into the active order buffer 
and will appear as a new order. 
 



Bump Box Tab - Details 

 
 
Enable bump confirmation 
Check to enable. Forces the user to bump the order twice to remove it from the CVM. 
The first bump will highlight the selected order. The second bump will actually remove 
the order. 
 
Show on-screen bump box 
This applies to touch screen CVM's only. Forces the on-screen bump box to appear on 
the screen. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Colors Tab - Details 

 

Colors List 
This list contains all the color elements that you can change. To change the color of an 
item in the list, select it by double clicking on it. The color palette will be displayed. 
Choose a new color by double clicking on your color choice. Click X to exit without 
choosing a new color. 
 
Order Types and Colors 
Here you can specify the colors for various order types. The spelling of the order type 
name must match the Server, Revenue Center or Mode name exactly. To set the color, 
double click the individual color box. 
 
As an example, you could set the following: 
ToGo - Blue 
EatHere - Green 
DriveUp - Red 
 
NOTE: To use Order Type by Color you must also set the option on the Order Display 
Tab / StatusBox color by = Order Type. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Printers Tab - Details 

 

Printer IP 
Enter the IP address of the network printer that this CVM will print to. 
 
Backup Printer IP 
Enter the IP address of the backup network printer. If the first printer fails to respond, 
the backup printer will be used. 
 
Printer Port 
Enter the Port number of the network printer. NOTE: Both the primary and backup 
printers should be the same type of printer and use the same port number. They must 
have different IP addresses. 
 
Printer Type 
Select the type of printers you are using. The dropdown list contains a number of 
predefined types that will input the correct control codes for you. Select Custom to 
enter your own control codes or None if there is no printing from the CVM. 
 
Status Inquiry 
Enter the control codes to request the printer status. Each time the CVM tries to print, it 
first requests the printer status. If the printer is not ready, the print job will be routed to 
the backup printer. If the backup printer is not ready, the print job will be lost. If your 
printer does not have Status Inquiry codes, leave this field blank. 
 
Status Ready 
Enter the control codes the printer will return when it is ready to receive data. If your 
printer does not have Status Ready codes, leave this field blank. 
 
Single Wide 
Enter the control codes for normal or single wide print. 
 
Double Wide 
Enter the control codes for double wide print. 
 
Red On 
Enter the control codes to turn on red or reverse print. 
 
Red Off 
Enter the control codes to turn off red or reverse print. 
 



Bump Box Tab - Details 

 
Feed and Cut 
Enter the control codes for the number of lines feeds followed by the cut codes. If you 
do not need any extra feed lines, just enter the cut codes. 
 
Print on Bump 
Print an order confirmation chit when an order is bumped. 

Conditional Printing 
Check this box to specify conditions to meet before printing the bump chit.  Revenue 
center and/or Mode names can be used for the condition. 

Example 1) You want only TO GO order to print, enter TO GO in the condition text box. 

Example 2) You want both TO GO and DELIVERY orders to print, enter TO GO, 
DELIVERY in the condition text box. 

NOTE: The entered text MUST match exactly the revenue/mode names in the POS 
programming. 

Print on Fire 
Applies to the Production mode only. Print an item confirmation chit when an item is 
fired. 
 
Include elapsed time on printouts 
Check to include the elapsed times on the printouts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Production Tab - Details 

 
 
 

Production Expo 
This CVM is an Expeditor monitor. All CVM prep monitors will update this monitor with 
the item cooking status information. 
 
Production Enable Fire 
Items on prep screens must be fired before they can be bumped. 
 
Production Sort by Time 
Check to sort items by cook time remaining, otherwise the view is first in, first out. 
 
Use Item Timing 
Call for information. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dashboard Tab - Details 

 
 

Enable Dashboard 
Check to enable the CVM Dashboard function. The Dashboard contains various 
reporting and programming tools. To open the Dashboard, depress the Park button 
twice. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Dashboard function. 
 
Enable Reports 
Check to enable the Reports function. There are 8 reports available to be view/printed 
on the Reports screen. They range from Service Speed to Transaction Detail. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Reports feature. 
 
Enable ReDirection 
Check to enable the ReDirection function. ReDirection allows the user to re-route 
monitor information to a different monitor. This is useful in situations where a line is 
only used during a portion of the day. During slow times its monitor could be redirected 
to a different monitor station. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
ReDirection feature. 
 
Enable Screen Mode Selection 
Check to enable the Screen Mode function. Screen Mode selection allows the user to 
change the current display mode of the CVM. This is used to change screen modes 
when the bump box mode buttons have been disabled.  
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Screen Mode feature. 
 
Enable Font Selection 
Check to enable the Font Selection function. Allows the user to change the size and 
style of the text on the CVM screens. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Font Selection feature. 
 
Enable Display Options 
Check to enable the Display Options function. Allows the user to change the 
information that is displayed with an order. Such as the dollar amount or order type. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Display Options feature. 
 



Dashboard Tab - Details 

 
Enable Bump Box Options 
Check to enable the Bump Box Options function. Allows the user to change the 
functions that are active on the bump box. Such as turning on/off the beeper or 
enabling the screen mode buttons. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Bump Box Options feature. 
 
Enable Advanced Options 
Check to enable the Advanced Options function. Allows the user to change ALL 
programming of the CVM unit. Requires that you connect a keyboard and mouse to the 
CVM unit. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Advanced Options feature. 
 
Enable Touch Calibration 
Check to enable the Touch Calibration function. This should only be activated when a 
touch screen is used on the CVM instead of a bump box. Allows the user to calibrate 
the touch screen. 
NOTE: Check the Require Password box to require entry of a password to use the 
Touch Calibration feature. 
 
Default Function 
Used to specify the default function to display on the Dashboard. The selected function 
will appear automatically when you open the Dashboard. Use the dropdown to select 
the default function. 
 
Default Report 
Used to specify the default report to display on the Report screen. The selected report 
will appear automatically when you open the Report screen. Use the dropdown to 
select the default report. 
 
NOTE: To show a specific report every time you open the Dashboard set the following: 
Default Function = Report 
Default Report = the report you wish to see 
 
Password 
The Password is used to limit access to the protected CVM functions. The password 
must be numeric and at least 1 digit in length. To enter the password use the 1 - 8 
buttons, for 9 use 8Screen, for 0 use SplitScreen. 

 


